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QUESTION 1

You want to send and consume Cloud Pub/Sub messages from your App Engine application. The Cloud Pub/Sub API is
currently disabled. You will use a service account to authenticate your application to the API. You want to make sure
your application can use Cloud Pub/Sub. What should you do? 

A. Enable the Cloud Pub/Sub API in the API Library on the GCP Console. 

B. Rely on the automatic enablement of the Cloud Pub/Sub API when the Service Account accesses it. 

C. Use Deployment Manager to deploy your application. Rely on the automatic enablement of all APIs used by the
application being deployed. 

D. Grant the App Engine Default service account the role of Cloud Pub/Sub Admin. Have your application enable the
API on the first connection to Cloud Pub/Sub. 

Correct Answer: A 

Quickstart: using the Google Cloud Console 

This page shows you how to perform basic tasks in Pub/Sub using the Google Cloud Console. 

Note: If you are new to Pub/Sub, we recommend that you start with the interactive tutorial. 

Before you begin 

Set up a Cloud Console project. 

Set up a project 

Click to: 

Create or select a project. 

Enable the Pub/Sub API for that project. 

You can view and manage these resources at any time in the Cloud Console. 

Install and initialize the Cloud SDK. 

Note: You can run the gcloud tool in the Cloud Console without installing the Cloud SDK. To run the gcloud tool in the
Cloud Console, use Cloud Shell . 

https://cloud.google.com/pubsub/docs/quickstart-console 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been asked to create robust Virtual Private Network (VPN) connectivity between a new Virtual Private Cloud
(VPC) and a remote site. Key requirements include dynamic routing, a shared address space of 10.19.0.1/22, and no
overprovisioning of tunnels during a failover event. You want to follow Google-recommended practices to set up a high
availability Cloud VPN. What should you do? 

A. Use a custom mode VPC network, configure static routes, and use active/passive routing 
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B. Use an automatic mode VPC network, configure static routes, and use active/active routing 

C. Use a custom mode VPC network use Cloud Router border gateway protocol (86P) routes, and use active/passive
routing 

D. Use an automatic mode VPC network, use Cloud Router border gateway protocol (BGP) routes and configure policy-
based routing 

Correct Answer: C 

https://cloud.google.com/network-connectivity/docs/vpn/concepts/best- practices 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company is moving its entire workload to Compute Engine. Some servers should be accessible through the
Internet, and other servers should only be accessible over the internal network. All servers need to be able to talk to
each other over specific ports and protocols. The current on-premises network relies on a demilitarized zone (DMZ) for
the public servers and a Local Area Network (LAN) for the private servers. You need to design the networking
infrastructure on Google Cloud to match these requirements. What should you do? 

A. 1. Create a single VPC with a subnet for the DMZ and a subnet for the LAN. 

2. Set up firewall rules to open up relevant traffic between the DMZ and the LAN subnets, and another firewall rule to
allow public ingress traffic for the DMZ. 

B. 1. Create a single VPC with a subnet for the DMZ and a subnet for the LAN. 

2. Set up firewall rules to open up relevant traffic between the DMZ and the LAN subnets, and another firewall rule to
allow public egress traffic for the DMZ. 

C. 1. Create a VPC with a subnet for the DMZ and another VPC with a subnet for the LAN. 

2. Set up firewall rules to open up relevant traffic between the DMZ and the LAN subnets, and another firewall rule to
allow public ingress traffic for the DMZ. 

D. 1. Create a VPC with a subnet for the DMZ and another VPC with a subnet for the LAN. 

2. Set up firewall rules to open up relevant traffic between the DMZ and the LAN subnets, and another firewall rule to
allow public egress traffic for the DMZ. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/vpc-peering 

 

QUESTION 4

You\\'re running an n-tier application on Compute Engine with an Apache web server serving up web requests. You
want to consolidate all of your logging into Stackdriver. What\\'s the best approach to get the Apache logs into
Stackdriver? 

A. Create a log sink and export it to Stackdriver. 

B. Stackdriver logs application data from all instances by default. 
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C. Enable Stackdriver monitoring when creating the instance. 

D. Install the Stackdriver monitoring and logging agents on the instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is a valid use case for Flow Logs? 

A. Blocking instances from communicating over certain ports. 

B. Network forensics. 

C. Proxying SSL traffic. 

D. Serving as a UDP relay. 

Correct Answer: B 
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